Abstract. A chorus generation mechanism is discussed, which is based on interrelation of ELF/VLF noise-like and discrete emissions under the cyclotron wave-particle interactions. A natural ELF/VLF noise radiation is excited by the cyclotron instability mechanism in ducts with enhanced cold plasma density or at the plasmapause. This process is accompanied by a step-like deformation of the energetic electron distribution function in the velocity space, which is situated at the boundary between resonant and nonresonant particles. The step leads to the strong phase correlation of interacting particles and waves and to a new backward wave oscillator (BWO) regime of wave generation, when an absolute cyclotron instability arises at the central cross section of the geomagnetic trap, in the form of a succession of discrete signals with growing frequency inside each element. The dynamical spectrum of a separate element is formed similar to triggered ELF/VLF emission, when the strong wavelet starts from the equatorial plane. The comparison is given of the model developed using some satellite and ground-based data. In particular, the appearance of separate groups of chorus signals with a duration 2±10 s can be connected with the preliminary stage of the step formation. BWO regime gives a succession period smaller than the bounce period of energetic electrons between the magnetic mirrors and can explain the observed intervals between chorus elements.
Introduction
Chorus emissions are the most intriguing signals among natural ELF/VLF radiation. They consist of a succession of discrete elements with rising frequency, with a repetition period of $ 0X1±1 s. According to groundbased observations the typical duration of chorus event is 0.5±1 h or more. Satellite measurements show that chorus is generated in a narrow region near the equatorial cross section of a magnetic¯ux tube, and appear as whistler waves whose wave vector k is close to the direction of the magnetic ®eld line H. As a rule, the chorus is accompanied by hiss emission which serves as a lower frequency background for the discrete elements. For more detailed information about chorus emissions one can refer to Helliwell (1965 Helliwell ( , 1969 and Sazhin and Hayakawa (1992) .
It is generally accepted that the generation mechanism of chorus is connected with the cyclotron instability (CI) of radiation belt electrons. The similarity of the spectral forms of chorus elements and of triggered ELF/ VLF emissions has stimulated the application of the theory of triggered signals to an explanation of chorus. Helliwell's (1967) paper was important in this connection; there, a phenomenological model of the generation of discrete emissions was developed. The mechanism was based on the cyclotron resonance of energetic electrons with whistler mode waves, which manifest themselves as backward wave oscillators. For ducted whistlers of frequency x with the wave vector kkH, the cyclotron resonance condition is x À x r kv 1 where x r is the electron gyrofrequency, v is the electron velocity component along the magnetic ®eld, and k jkj. In that paper, the idea of the second order cyclotron resonance was ®rst formulated; not only does Eq.
(1) hold, but its full derivative along the particle path was made to be zero. This was suggested as the necessary condition for the most eective wave-particle interaction in the inhomogeneous (dipolar) magnetic ®eld, when the interaction length was maximal. By using this condition Helliwell (1967) could explain numerous types of discrete emissions with dierent frequency versus time characteristics. Further analytical and computational calculations (Nunn, 1974a; Karpman et al., 1974) con®rmed the idea of the second order resonance and permitted a connection to be made through nonlinear currents, between the parameters of a triggered emission and those of the initial quasi-monochromatic whistler wave. During the last 20 y numerous analyses have been undertaken to explain dierent features of triggered emissions. For more detailed information, see the comprehensive reviews of Omura et al. (1991) and Helliwell (1993) , and papers cited there. The general conclusion of the developed nonlinear theory of triggered emissions can be formulated as follows: the generation of triggered signals of dierent spectral forms is connected with the formation of electron beams under the action of the initial wave packet, and the generation of secondary waves by these beams under conditions which obey second order cyclotron resonance; those are ful®lled on a long trajectory of the beam due to the change of emitted wave frequency and to nonlinear eects. Some signals with rising frequency appear, if the beam starts from the equatorial cross section of a magnetic¯ux tube.
In the case of chorus emission their spectral forms could be explained in the same manner (see, for example, Nunn, 1974b Nunn, , 1986 Vomvoridis et al., 1982) , but the cause of the beam formation in the case of chorus is not clear: the initial quasi-monochromatic whistler signal is absent. The computational analysis of a cyclotron instability with the distribution function of energetic electrons as measured in satellite experiments (Nagano et al., 1996; Nunn et al., 1997) showed that a chorus-like element appeared from weak initial whistler waves, but the CI growth rate had to be one or two orders of magnitude greater than followed from estimates based on the observed smooth distribution function of the energetic electrons.
A second problem arises for chorus generation. That is how to explain the appearance of a succession of discrete elements. Bespalov and Trakhtengerts (1978) suggested the mechanism based on a resonance between the group oscillations of a wave packet re¯ected from the conjugate ionospheres and bounce oscillations of energetic electrons. However, the experiments have revealed that a repetition period in the succession is often smaller than both the bounce period of electrons between the magnetic mirror points and the wave propagation time between the conjugate ionospheres (see Table 1 ).
The solution of these two problems seems to be linked to the character of the quasi-linear (QL) relaxation of a smooth distribution function of energetic electrons in the process of CI development. This leads to the formation of a speci®c step-like deformation of the distribution function, which drastically changes all further development of the wave-particle interactions (Trakhtengerts et al., 1996) . The instability of a distribution function with a step-like deformation in application to the problem of discrete emissions in the magnetosphere was ®rst considered by Trakhtengerts et al. (1986) . It was shown that a whistler wave ampli®cation was increased by one to two orders of magnitude in comparison with smooth distribution functions. Nunn and Sazhin (1991) pointed out steplike deformation as a possible source of chorus emissions. Trakhtengerts (1995) revealed that the step-like deformation could be the cause of new generation regimes of the cyclotron instability, which were accompanied by a succession of discrete signals. Here we shall consider the peculiarities of chorus generation coming from these general ideas. Some experimental data are analysed from the viewpoint of this theoretical model.
A theoretical model for chorus generation
We suggest that chorus generation begins in regions of a dense cold plasma, which correspond to separate ducts or to the plasmapause. Energetic electrons come into the generation region during their magnetic drift (in longitude, primarily) from an injection place. The initial distribution function of injected electrons is anisotropic but smooth in velocity space with a u 2 0 av 2 0 b 1, where u 0 and v 0 are the electrons' characteristic velocities across and along the magnetic ®eld, respectively, and noise-like ELF/VLF emissions are excited in the process of the CI development. At this stage a step-like deformation of the distribution function is formed, which divides all of velocity space into two regions, corresponding to electrons in resonance with waves and to electrons for which the resonance condition (1) is not ful®lled (Trakhtengerts et al., 1996) . The characteristic time for this preliminary quasilinear stage s v is equal to (Bespalov and Trakhtengerts, 1986; Trakhtengerts et al., 1996) : 
where h v is the electron's pitch-angle in the equatorial plane, s f is the bounce period, w 0 u 2 0 v 2 0 q , e and m are charge and mass of electrons, is the velocity of light, is the characteristic scale of the magnetic ®eld inhomogeneity, k is the whistler wave vector, e is the whistler wave energy density, and h is the pitch angle diusion coecient.
After the formation of the step on the distribution function, the preliminary stage is ®nished, and a new very fast hydrodynamic stage of the CI starts, with the growth rate (Trakhtengerts, 1995) 
where x rv is the electron gyrofrequency at the equator, x h and x are hot (energetic electrons) and cold plasma densities, respectively, Dx h is the step height, and c sm is the growth rate for a smooth distribution function with the same density of energetic electrons. This stage begins, when the step width kDv becomes less than the growth rate c rh jkDvj`c rh 4
The hydrodynamic stage of the CI manifests itself as the transition to a new backward wave oscillator (BWO) generation regime, when the absolute CI develops in a narrow region which is symmetrical about the equatorial plane. Usually, the absolute instability appears in generators of electromagnetic emissions due to the positive back connection which is organised by mirrors. These mirrors re¯ect waves into the generation volume, and wave intensity grows in time up to the saturation level which is determined by nonlinear eects only. In the case of BWO generation, a whistler wave packet meets at the entrance of the generation region the phasebunched electron beam (the hot wave mode) which has been formed by the previous wave packet and ampli®es the next packet more strongly. Actually this is the positive back connection through a hot wave mode. Two necessary conditions have to be satis®ed in the case of BWO regime: (1) the wave has to interact with the beam moving in the opposite direction, and (2) velocity spread of the beam (step) must be as small as de®ned in Eq. (4) for the hydrodynamic stage of CI to be realised. In the opposite case to Eq. (4), the thermal motion of the beam suppresses the hot wave mode. Both these conditions are ful®lled for the whistler mode wave if the distribution function p of the electron beam is a delta-function
or as a function with a step-like deformation
where UuY v is a smooth function of u and vY Nx is equal to unity, if x b 0, and to zero, if x`0. Here v m is the velocity corresponding to the step. The BWO regime is well known in electronic devices, and among these the gyrotrons (Gaponov-Grekhov and Petelin, 1980) are closest to the magnetosphere cyclotron masers. Gyrotrons are based on the CI as well, but in a homogeneous magnetic ®eld and with the beam distribution function as a delta-function as in Eq. (5). Analytical estimations, computational simulation and laboratory modelling have led to a rather full picture of BWO regimes in gyrotrons (Ginzburg and Kuznetsov, 1981) . The BWO regime is excited when the beam density exceeds some threshold value. With an increase of the beam density the BWO regime changes from a continuous regime (when the wave amplitude is constant) to a periodic regime, which is accompanied by a periodic modulation of wave intensity, and then to stochastic modulation. These bifurcations are characterised by a single dimensionless parameter, an eective length v eff Y which is equal to
where c rh is the hydrodynamic growth rate in the case of the distribution function as a delta-function (Ginzburg and Kuznetsov, 1981) , l is the working length (the geometrical length of a device along the magnetic ®eld, if it is homogeneous), and v g is the group velocity. In this case the threshold value of v eff for BWO generation (the continuous regime) is equal to two. The ®rst bifurcation, the transition to the periodic regime, takes place, when v eff % 3Y and the stochastic behaviour begins when v eff ! 6. The periodic regime is characterised by the modulation period w 9 1X5l1av g 1ajv m j 8
Calculations (Trakhtengerts, 1995) with the distribution function (6), which is important for chorus generation, showed the possibility of the BWO generation regime too; moreover, the eective length in this case can be written as where c rh is determined by the formula (3). This length plays the same role as v eff (7) in the case of a deltafunction. In the case of a step, the BWO threshold value v st thr pa2 (Trakhtengerts, 1995) . Taking into account the similarity of the physical processes and of the equations describing the BWO regimes in both distribution functions (5) and (6), it is possible to suppose that an increase of v We connect this latter value with the repetition period of chorus elements. Now we discuss the length l of the magnetosphere generator, which determines v eff and w . This length depends strongly on the inhomogeneity of the geomagnetic ®eld. At ®rst we estimate the minimal value of lY l 0 Y neglecting the second order cyclotron resonance eects. In this case the wave frequency is ®xed, and l 0 can be found from the condition that the phase mismatching where D x À x r À kvY and the point z 0 corresponds to the equatorial cross section of the magnetic¯ux tube. According to Helliwell (1967) and Trakhtengerts (1995) , this condition gives, for the dipole magnetic ®eld,
where 0 is the Earth's radius, and v is the McIlwain parameter. For real conditions, the second order cyclotron resonance is important; then the cyclotron resonance is supported along the beam trajectory due to a suitable change of the wave frequency xz and to a nonlinear change of the electron velocity component v. Indeed, after the transition to the periodic BWO regime, we deal with the particular case of triggered emissions, when a succession of quasi-monochromatic wavelets starts from the equatorial region of the magnetic¯ux tube and triggers signals with rising frequency. The parameters of these signals can be estimated from existing theoretical models of triggered emissions and from earlier considerations. According to computer simulations (Nunn, 1974a (Nunn, , 1984 Vomvoridis and Denavit, 1980; Omura et al., 1991) the optimal condition for the generation of discrete emissions, corresponding to the maximum value of the nonlinear growth rate, can be written as
where
and the trapping frequency X tr is determined by the expression X tr kux r 1a2
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In Eqs. (12) and (13), dx r adz 2x rv z À2 , in the parabolic approximation for dipole magnetic ®eld, 2 p a3 0 vY and r $ ar Y where r $ is the whistler magnetic ®eld amplitude. Actually, the relation (12) corresponds to the ful®llment of the second order cyclotron resonance condition.
We estimate the wave amplitude r $ from the relation, which is valid in the case of an absolute instability (Trakhtengerts, 1984) ,
where c 0 is the initial growth rate. In our case it is the growth rate of the BWO generation after the transition to the periodic regime (subscript per). According to Trakhtengerts (1995) , c 0 can be presented in the form
where c rh is determined by the expression (3). Taking into account that the generated wave propagates from the equator into an increasing magnetic ®eld, we have `0, which corresponds to the frequency of separate chorus elements rising as time increases. Making À0X5, which corresponds to the middle value of from the optimal range of Eq. (12) and substituting X tr from Eq. (14), we ®nd from Eq. (12) df dt 1X5 xc 2 0
where f xa2pY 0 jv m ja3c 2 0 dx r adzX It is seen from Eq. (16) that, when 0 ( 1Y the nonlinear eects mainly determine the ful®llment of the second order cyclotron resonance and the corresponding frequency change. For that case, the interaction length l is close to the value l 0 in Eq. (11). For the other limiting case, when 0 ) 1Y the interaction length is maximum and can be determined from the cyclotron resonance condition in Eq. (1). For that case we take the motion of an electron in the adiabatic approximation 3 0 and substitute the minimum (x 1 ) and the maximum (x 2 ) values of the chorus frequency to ®nd the two points on the ®eld line, at z 0 and z l m a2Y respectively. For rough estimations the resulting formula for l m can be written as
where Dx x 2 À x 1 Y e $ 1X The real interaction length is l 0`l`lm X 18
Discussion
We can summarise our theoretical model as follows. Energetic electrons come into the generation region ( a detached cold plasma cloud, or the plasmapause) in process of their magnetic drift. After that the CI switches on and QL relaxation begins, which prepares the transition to the BWO generation regime. We can estimate the duration of this stage, taking into account Eq. (2) and using GEOS-1 data (Hattori et al., 1991; see also 
This is in accordance with the supermodulation period of the chorus intensity, which is seen in experiments (Sazhin and Hayakawa, 1992) . With our point of view these modulations are interpreted as spatial-temporal features of chorus generation, which are due to local dierent stages of QL relaxation before the BWO regime starts. The spatial scale of such localisations across the magnetic ®eld near the equatorial plane is
where v h is the electron's magnetic drift velocity at the equator.
After the formation of a step-like deformation on the distribution function the fast stage of chorus generation occurs, with a total duration Dt ! s f . The succession period of chorus elements, w Y is determined by Eq. (8) and, for the particular case of GEOS-1 data ( The experimental data are in this interval too.
The pulsating aurora can be utilised for veri®cation of the above general picture of chorus generation. Actually, the particular type of pulsating aurora, pulsating patches, are apparently connected with CI development in a separate duct of enhanced cold plasma density Demekhov and Trakhtengerts, 1994) . This phenomenon is accompanied by ELF hiss and chorus and demonstrates the behaviour predicted by this model: the period between neighbouring patches is equal to 2±20 s and corresponds to the preliminary phase; the burst of several chorus elements appears in the ®nal stage of an optical¯ash and has a duration about 1±2 s.
The important check point for a theory of chorus generation is a comparison of the observed repetition period of chorus elements with the predictions of the BWO regime ( w ) and with the bounce period s f of the energetic electrons. Such a comparison is given in Table  1 , where some satellite and ground-based experimental data are collected. The satellite data are taken from Hattori et al. (1991) and Nagano et al. (1996) . The ground-based Poker Flat data (Skoug et al., 1996) were accompanied by the launch of a rocket, measuring precipitated electron¯uxes. SodankylaÈ observations (Tagirov et al., submitted 1997) were made simultaneously with the optical measurements of a pulsating aurora, which permitted the energy of the energetic electrons and the v value of chorus generation to be determined. From the comparison of with s f and min w , it is seen that is considerably less than s f and is comparable with w , if we take into account the formula (8) and the inequality (18).
We can estimate other parameters of chorus, using the expressions (13)±(16). In particular, its fast temporal growth scale is determined by c and for the same of c 0 , we obtain the wave magnetic ®eld amplitude f $ $ 30 mcX This value is smaller than the satellite data show (Table 1) . Apparently, more accurate calculations of the nonlinear stage of the BWO regime are needed. In any case, it is possible to conclude that there is a good qualitative agreement of the theory with experimental data.
Conclusion
The model developed gives a rather complete picture of chorus generation. On the one hand this model connects directly with the theory of triggered ELF-VLF emissions, and on the other it opens new possibilities for an explanation of the most intriguing features of chorus generation, such as its connection with hiss, the large growth rates, and the appearance of a succession of discrete elements with small repetition period. These possibilities are based on a speci®c step-like deformation of the electron distribution function, which appears at the slow preliminary stage of quasi-linear relaxation. It is possible to connect with this stage the supermodulation of the chorus intensity, which is characterised by the period $ 5±10 s À1 . It would be interesting to examine some experimental, especially satellite, data concerning classical chorus (the connection with hiss, supermodulation, repetition period, and dependence of chorus parameters on its intensity) from the viewpoint of this model. Computer simulations of the BWO generation regime in an inhomogeneous magnetic ®eld are also very important, including the preliminary stage of QL relaxation.
